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Dear Educator,

We are thrilled to introduce our latest curriculum designed just for

Preschool classrooms. Thank you for requesting your Jump Start

Information and Sample Booklet. 

The Jump Start kit, priced at $525, will meet all your large group and

small group needs for explicit literacy lessons. 

A four-hour professional development to “jump start” your teachers is

available. Please contact us for more information.

Best,

Cheryl Rose Campbell  

cheryl@crsuccesslearning.com

Tricia Gray 

tricia@crsuccesslearning.com

3447 S. Birch Street          Denver, CO 80222          844-277-8223          CRSuccessLearning.com
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Jump Start to Literacy Materials

5 Magnetic Folders 

Kit Includes: 
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Trace and Erase Card 1 ©2016 CR Success Learning, LLC
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Short a Jump Start Photo Card 4

200+ page coil-bound 
Teacher’s Guide with 

CD of Black Line Masters

Jump Start’s Big Book of 
Nursery Rhymes

50 Photo Cards 28 Action Cards

26  Alphabet Wall Cards104 Letter Tracing Cards  
(4 of each letter)

1 JumPup Puppet
Magnetic Folder Poster

Trade Books

Jump Start
Magnet Folder
Jump Start
Magnet Folder

Jump Start
Magnet Folder

Jump Start
Magnet Folder

Jump Start
Magnet Folder

3447 S. Birch Street          Denver, CO 80222          844-277-8223          CRSuccessLearning.com
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Essential Features of 
Jump Start to Literacy

Jump Start to Literacy is a strategic, developmentally appropriate early childhood
literacy program with daily lessons based on research-based practices.

Key Features are:

• The program is based on research-based objectives for language and literacy, which
are aligned with Early Childhood state standards.

• CRSL Jump Start Program is designed to reflect the research on Alphabet Knowledge
Instruction (Jones, Clark, Reutzel, 2012). Students are taught alphabetic knowledge
through multiple, distributed instructional cycles.

• Explicit skills such as handwriting, phonemic awareness, and the sound-letter
correspondence are taught in a developmentally appropriate manner that is active
and multisensory. Mnemonics, movement, and intentional language instruction
enhance students’ learning and retention. 

• Students are exposed to high-quality literature, rhymes, songs and chants. Students
engage in open-ended discussions during group read alouds. These discussions
promote vocabulary acquisition, rich content knowledge, and concepts of print.

• Interactive Read Alouds guide teachers in developing students’ background
knowledge and vocabulary through the wonderful resources of nursery rhymes,
classic folktales, predictable fiction, and pictorial non-fiction.

• Students use the uniquely designed magnetic letter folder, which promotes highly
focused and active instruction.

• Teachers are given multiple opportunities to progress monitor students and to
differentiate instruction.

• This program may be used in single-age or multiple-age classrooms. Centers and
activities are differentiated for the different developmental levels of students.

• The sound-letter instruction is aligned to CR Success First Steps, as is the handwriting.
This alignment allows for a seamless transition to the First Steps Program.

• Jump Start to Literacy is the beginning of CR Success Learning’s Pre K-5 programs, along
with First Steps, Streamlined 1, Streamlined 2, and Wordsmith, that align the
components of research-based literacy instruction. 
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Cycle 1  |  Sounds and Actions

This cycle highlights the Phoneme Acquisition Advantage. Students learn to differentiate
sounds, which are organized by their typical developmental acquisition. Students learn
the basic consonant sounds, the five short vowel sounds, and a mnemonic action to
trigger each sound. See pages 31-70.

Cycle 2  |  Sounds, Actions, and Letters

This cycle supports the Visual Features (Letter Writing) Advantage. Letters are organized
by their beginning strokes. Students learn to match a lowercase letter to its
corresponding sound. They begin to develop the motor memory to print the letter.  This
assists students in visually discriminating letters. See pages 71-112.

Cycle 3  |  Sounds, Actions, Letters, and Words

This cycle relies on the Letter Frequency Advantage. Letters are organized by their
frequency in print. Students learn to identify the beginning sounds in words.  Nursery
rhymes add to the students’ print exposure. During explicit, small group instruction,
students practice blending sounds to produce words. See pages 113-146.

Cycle 4  |  Sounds, Actions, Letters, Words, and Book:

The final cycle is centered on the Alphabetic Order Advantage. Letters are presented in
alphabetic order. Students expand their understanding of the alphabetic principle, while
exploring vocabulary that begins with a targeted sound.  Explicit, small group instruction
guides students in spelling VC and CVC words. Additionally, in small group instruction,
students create their own ABC book. See pages 147-206. 

Four Cycles of Instruction

As noted on the Essential Features page, the organization of the Jump Start Literacy
Program was influenced by the research on Alphabet Knowledge Instruction (Jones,
Clark, Reutzel, 2012).  Students are taught alphabetic knowledge through multiple,
distributed instructional cycles. The lessons in Jump Start are unique presentations that
reflect the distinct advantages of presenting letters in different sequences.   Each cycle,
therefore, has a different focus and a different organization of letters. This method allows
for letters to be introduced, practiced, and then revisited a number of times.  It also
promotes differentiation of instruction.

Jump Start has 115 instructional days. For programs with a 3 or 2 day schedule for
younger students, we suggest stretching out the instruction across 2 years. 

Year 1: Cycles 1, 2      Year 2: Cycles 3, 4
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The Magnetic Folder

Description:
The unique Jump Start Magnetic Folder is an interactive tool to promote students’ fluency
in sound-letter correspondences and word recognition, while developing the phonemic
awareness skills of identifying, segmenting, blending, and manipulating phonemes.

The arrangement of the board allows the student to move a tile by placing a finger on it
and sliding it across the board. The consonants (except qu, which is considered a
consonant team) are arranged in an arc. The vowels are arranged in the order of mouth
position: the mouth becomes rounder and more open as each vowel sound is said /i/, /e/,
/a/, /u/, /o/.

The word box is designed for tile placement when spelling words. The more heavily
outlined box is for the vowel. This emphasizes the crucial role of vowels in syllables: vowels
glue our sounds together.

Let’s spell
words!

�
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consonants

vowels

word boxmouth positions vowel placement
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The Magnetic Folder (continued)

When and Why To Use: 

Cycle When Used Students Purposes

Cycle 1

Cycle 2 Days 5, 10, 14, 19,
24, 29, 33

All Letter tiles are introduced in groups of three or four.
Students do three activities:
· Match letter tile to printed letter
· Listen to a sound; look, touch and say the sound
while pointing to the tile
· Look at a tile on the teacher’s board and say the
sound

Cycle 3 All Small Groups Students who
achieved > 10 on
Letter-Sound
Assessment (post
Cycle 2)

All letter tiles are on the board. Students do two
activities with the board:
· Spelling Sounds: Students listen to a sound; look,
touch and say the sound while pointing to the tile.
· Reading Sounds: Students look at a tile on the
teacher’s board and say the sound

Cycle 4 All Small Groups Students who
achieved > 13 on
Letter –Sound
Assessment (post
Cycle 3)

All letter tiles are on the board. Students do three
activities with the board:
· Spelling Sounds
· Reading Sounds
· Spelling Words: Students spell a chain of four
words that vary by one phoneme. Teacher provides
explicit modeling and verbal directions.

Storage
The letter tiles come in half sheets. For Cycle 2, you
will need to store the tiles in a craft box with 26
dividers (25 letter tiles and one divider for extra
blank tiles).

The magnetic tiles included with each Magnetic Folder are designed with younger
students in mind and are therefore sized as large as possible. Magnetic Folders and Letter
Tiles should be used only in small groups, with close supervision.

� � � � � � 	

 � �  � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � 

� � � � � � 	
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Cycle 1

Sounds and Actions
Selected Goals of Cycle 1 
(Teacher’s Guide contains complete list)

Students will accurately imitate basic consonant sounds and short
vowel sounds.

Students will learn an action to represent each sound.

Students will sing songs to act out basic concepts related to basic
handwriting strokes.

Students will recognize that a book has a title, author, and illustrator.

Students will recognize their own printed first name.
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Cycle 1 | Day Two

12
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

Let’s Move!

March and Sing
The Grand Old Duke of York to review the concepts of
up, down, half-way up. As you sing up to the top, place
index finger up high. As you sing down, bring finger
straight down. When you sing half way up, hold flat
hand in front of chest.

Oh, the grand old Duke of York,   
He had ten thousand men,
He marched them up to the top of the hill,
and he marched them down again. 
And when they were up they were up. 
And when they were down they were down. 
And when they were only half way up, 
They were neither up nor down.

Action Card 2

Point index finger
down and move
back-and-forth.

Let’s Talk!

Do JumPup Routine. Review Action Card 1.

Show Action Card 2 as you chant
Tommy, Tommy, hears the clock,
Tick-tock, Tick-tock,
/t/, /t/, /t/.

Say Tommy hears the tick-tock of the clock /t/ /t/
/t/. What sound does the clock make? Yes,
/t/.

Model Clearly pronounce /t/. Students imitate and
practice. Teach the action for /t/ (see sidebar).

Let’s Play!

Say I will say a sound, you will echo it. When you hear /t/, show its action: 

/m/, /t/, /s/, /t/, /w/, /l/, /m/, /t/, /t/, /a/, /t/

12
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

SAMPLE
INCLUDED

This sample lesson plan for /t/ is Day 2 of 30 days of instruction for Cycle 1.
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Cycle 2

Sounds, Actions, Letters
Selected Goals of Cycle 2 
(Teacher’s Guide contains complete list)

Students will use Magnetic Folders to match a letter to its sound.

Students will segment two and three-phoneme words through large
physical movement.

Students will investigate letter formation to aid in visual
discrimination of letters.

Students will understand the function of an author and illustrator.

Students will trace their own printed first name.
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Let’s Move!

Sing   The Wheels on the Bus, to emphasize the concepts of
across. The mirror image shows how the teacher
would demonstrate the stroke if she were facing the
students.
The wheels on the bus go round and round,
Round and round,
Round and round,
The wheels on the bus go round and round,
All across the town. 

Action Cards 1-2

Point index finger
down and move
back-and-forth.

Let’s Talk!

Do  JumPup Routine. 

Review Action Card 1

Show  Action Card 2 (letter side with apple icon)

Say  This letter’s name is T. Its sound is /t/. When we see this letter, we can
remember the sound by doing the action for /t/. Show action in sidebar.

Ask What sound does this letter spell? Yes, /t/. (Show action.)

4 prepared letter
posters

Let’s Write!

Position Divide students into four groups. Have each group stand in rows behind the
chart paper.

Say Let’s play High Five Handwriting! Look at our letter /t/. It starts up high.
Watch me. I will trace /t/ with my finger as we all say,

Tall line goes down, lift, then go across. High Five!

I will then high five _____ (the next person in the group). ____ will go the
chart and I will go to the end of the line. 

Practice Guide students to finger trace the letter in a relay fashion. Differentiation
suggestions are provided in the Background Knowledge section for Cycle 2.

Let’s Play!

Say Let’s play with sounds. Stand up and face a partner. I will say a word
that begins with /t/. It is tap. It has three sounds (show three fingers) and
the beginning one is /t/. We will clap our hands together high for /t/;
our hands in the middle for the middle sound /a/; our hands low for the
ending sound /p/.

Repeat Continue with the same activity for the words tip, top.

Cycle 2 | Day Two

This sample lesson plan for /t/ is Day 2 of 33 days of instruction for Cycle 2.
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Cycle 3

Sounds, Actions, 
Letters, Words
Selected Goals of Cycle 3 
(Teacher’s Guide contains complete list)

Students will identify a targeted beginning sound in words.

Students will develop motor memory for printing lowercase letters.

Students will match lowercase and capital letters.

In Small Group, students will blend 2 and 3 phonemes together to
read a word.
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WHOLE GROUP INSTRUCTION

Let’s Move!

Sing Tune of Tick Tock, Tick Tock,

Tick tock, /t/, /t/, (make action for /t/)
Merrily sings the clock.
It’s time for work,
It’s time for play,
So it sings throughout the day.

Pages 42, 43

21 sticky note strips

Let’s Read!

Review Point to letters. Identify the capital and lowercase version of the letter. Then
explain that these letters spell a sound. Review action of sound.

Read A-Tisket, A-Tasket (Read twice; teacher, then echo-read.)

Say Tisket, tasket both begin with /t/.

Find Call on individual students to find a t letter in the text. Mark each letter with
sticky note strip. Count total number.

SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION

Prepared Trace and
Erase Cards for /t/

Magnetic Folder
Poster

Let’s Spell, Read and Write Sounds!

Spelling Sounds
I will say a sound and you  will look, touch, and say the sound. Keep
your finger under the tile until I say the new sound.
Consonants: /f/  /m/  /h/  /p/  /n/  /g/ Vowels: /e/  /u/  /a/  /o/  /i/

Reading Sounds
Close your folder. Look at my poster. I will point to a vowel letter and
you will tell me its sound.

Write Sounds
Students complete Trace and Erase activity (as described in Cycle 3 Procedures).

xbmstaptms

Photo Cards 5, 6

Vowel Card a

Let’s Read Words!

Show Vowel card a. Vowels are special letters. They glue the sounds together
when we read a word.  The words we will read today have this vowel
sound. Sing song on back of vowel card.

Show Photo Card 5 (word side)

Say Let’s read this word. Remember, keep your voice box running. Reveal
photo after students read the word.

Repeat Photo Card 6 (word side)

Jump Start’s Big Book of 
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Short a Jump Start Photo Card 4

© 2016 CR Success Learning, LLC – Photocopying is prohibited.

Cycle 3 | Day Three

Jump Start
Magnet Folder

SAMPLE
INCLUDED

This sample lesson plan for /t/ is Day 3 of 26 days of instruction for Cycle 3. 
Note the Small Group instruction using Jump Start Magnetic Folders.  

Sample Shown
on Page 12
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�-tisket, a-tasket,
A green and yellow basket,
I wrote a letter to my love
And on the way I dropped it.
I dropped it, I dropped it.
Yes, on the way I dropped it.
A little boy he picked it up 
and put it in his pocket.
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“Experts in literacy and child development have discovered that if children
know eight nursery rhymes by heart by the time they’re four years old,
they’re usually among the best readers by the time they’re eight.” 

— Mem Fox (2008)

Our Big Book of Nursery Rhymes is used in both Cycles 2 and 3. This
special collection, bound as a board book, of traditional nursery rhymes
exposes students to high quality literature while reinforcing targeted
sounds. Research supports the value of teaching through nursery rhymes.
The pattern and cadence of the rhyme draws a child’s attention to the
sounds of the English language.

This sample nursery rhyme, A Tisket-A Tasket, is from page 43 of the Big Book of
Nursery Rhymes. It reinforces the sound of /t/.



Cycle 4

Sounds, Actions, 
Letters, Words, Book
Selected Goals of Cycle 4 
(Teacher’s Guide contains complete list)

Students will segment, blend, and manipulate phonemes in words
with 2 and 3 sounds.

Students will create a personal ABC Book based on the sounds of
letters.

In Small Group, students will spell VC and CVC words.

Students will write their own printed first name.

13 |  Jump Start to Literacy ©2016 CR Success Learning, LLC
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WHOLE GROUP INSTRUCTION

Prepared Letter Cards
u, t, b, a, r

Let’s Move!

Warm-Up Let’s say our pinching chant. (Have students pinch thumb to each finger in
order) Pointer, tall man, ring man, pinkie.

Distribute Letter cards to five students.

Organize Call out these sounds for tub: /t/ /u/ /b/. Students with the corresponding
letters come forward. Position students left-to-right, in a straight row, facing
classmates.

Say Let’s play Out With, In With. First, let’s blend these sounds together.
What is our word? Yes, it is tub. Now, out with /u/ and in with /a/. (The
student with /u/ sits down and the student with /a/ takes her/his place.
Let’s blend our sounds. What is our new word? Yes, tab.

Continue /t/ and /b/ will switch places. (bat)
Out with /b/; In with /r/. (rat)
Out with /a/; In with /u/. (rut)

Page 43

A variety of books

Let’s Talk!

Read Reread the nursery rhyme, A-Tisket, A-Tasket. Point out any rhyming words.

Say Tisket, tasket both begin with /t/. Let’s think of other words that begin
with /t/.

This is the name of a book. It is its ____. (title)

This shape has 3 sides. It is a ____.   (triangle)

We look at a clock or a watch to know the  ____. (time)

If we go up high, we go to the ____. (top)

Say Let’s practice with the word title. I will tell you about this word and you
will say title.

Show a variety of books. Say, Here is the name of the book, _____. We call
this the book’s title. What is the title?

Repeat for several books.

Say Stand up. Let’s play a game. I will say a word and you will make the
action for /t/ if the word begins with /lt. If it doesn’t, put your hands
behind your back.

toss, down, ram, tug, title, vase, total, nut, tiny, ten, band, top, triangle,
pants, time

Jump Start’s Big Book of 
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Cycle 4 | Day Twenty 

This sample lesson plan for /t/ is Day 20 of 25 days of instruction for Cycle 4.
Small Group Instruction plans are on the next page.



SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION

Photo Cards 37, 38 

Magnetic Folder
Poster

Cycle 4 Progress
Monitoring

Let’s Spell and Read Sounds and Words

Distribute Magnetic Folders

Spelling Sounds
Let’s spell sounds. I will say a sound and you will look, touch, and say
the sound. Keep your finger under the tile until I say the new sound.
Consonants: /y/  /m/  /h/  /g/  /r/  /z/  /v/  /w/  /s/  /v/   
Vowels: /i/  /e/  /a/  /u/  /o/

Reading Sounds
Look at my poster. I will point to a letter and you will tell me its sound.

Show Photo Card 37 (picture side)

Say Now we will spell words, using our sounds. Let’s pinch the sounds in the
word yum. Do it with me. (Model action of pinching the sounds.)

Model Model spelling the word yum on the board with your magnetic letters.
Explain that this word describes something that tastes really good. Have
students follow with you by pulling letters down to the corresponding
boxes on folder. Ask them to check by spelling (point to each letter and
saying the sound). Then have them read the word as they scoop their finger
left-to-right under the word.

Say   Let’s make a new word. Out with /y/, in with /h/. What is our new word?
Yes, hum. Now out with /m/, in with /g/. What is our new word? Yes, hug.
Last, out with /h/, in with /r/. What is our new word? Yes, rug. (Show
photo card 38.) You just spelled this word.

elouarghym

ABC Book Page for T

Clip Art for T

Tall line down. Across
at the top.

ABC Book

Students will

Identify Say the name of the letter and then its sound, while
doing the action. Finger trace the lowercase letter. As
the teacher describes the capital letter (see sidebar),
students finger trace the capital letter. 

Segment Finger trace each letter in the word while saying the
sounds. 

Blend Point to the vowel in the word and say the sound. Use
one breath blending to read the word and predict the
picture.

Complete Trace the word with a pencil, color the picture, and
glue on picture.

Cycle 4 | Day Twenty (continued)

Jump Start
Magnet Folder

Short a Jump Start Photo Card 4

�-
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SAMPLE
INCLUDED
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Assessment Overview

CR Success Learning firmly believes assessment should inform instruction.  Carefully
monitoring students’ sound-letter alphabetic knowledge will allow teachers to modify
instruction to meet each student’s needs. “Teachers can vary instructional pacing, with
more time devoted to the letters students are having difficulty learning and less time to
letters students already know. Teachers can also strategically revisit the more difficult to
learn letters (Jones, Clark, Reutzel, 2012).” 

The chart below delineates what progress monitoring assessments will be given. In
addition, the summative proficiency assessment is shown on this chart. 

All assessments are black line masters in  the Jump Start Black Line Master CD, located in
the Assessment Folder.

It is recommended that the teacher make an assessment notebook with 4 dividers, using
the following organization:

1 inch to 1.5 inch binder (depending on class size), storage space for red, blue, green pens

• Cycle 1 Class Overview (1 copy)
• 1st divider labeled Students

– Cycle 1 Progress Monitoring (per student)
– Proficiency Assessment (per student)

• 2nd divider labeled Cycle 2
– Cycle 2 Progress Monitoring (per small group)

• 3rd divider labeled Cycle 3
– Cycle 3 Progress Monitoring (per small group)

• 4th divider labeled Cycle 4
– Cycle 4 Progress Monitoring (per small group)

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4

During After During After During After During After

All Students:

Cycle 1 Progress
Monitoring

No Assessment

Cycle 1 Class
Overview

All Students:
Cycle 2 Progress
Monitoring

All Students:
Proficiency
Assessment,
Sound-Letter
Correspondence
Subtest 

Selected
Students: 
Cycle 3 Progress
Monitoring

All Students:
Proficiency
Assessment,
Sound-Letter
Correspondence
Subtest 

Selected
Students: 
Cycle 4 Progress
Monitoring

All Students:
Proficiency
Assessment
(both subtests)

This assessment
is pictured on
the next page
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Proficiency Assessment: 
Determining Proficiency and Showing Growth

This assessment serves two purposes. Given at the end of Cycles 2 and 3, it is a progress
monitoring assessment (Sound-Letter Correspondence subtest) to determine small group
instruction for the following cycle. Following Cycle 4, it measures growth for all students
and acts as a summative assessment (both subtests). 

Type of Assessment: Individual

Time: 5-10 minutes per subtest

Jump Start Proficiency Assessment ©2016 CR Success learning, LLC

Student Profile Sheet for Jump Start Proficiency Assessments

Name ________________________________

Sound-Letter Correspondence Assessment
Materials: Jump Start Magnetic Folder 

Directions: Point to letter on the inside of the  folder.  Ask student to say the sound for the letter. If student states the
name of the letter, remind him/her to say the sound. Mark each correct response with a small dot next to
the letter.  Assess after Cycles 2, 3, 4. Reuse this sheet but use di>erent colored pens.

After Cycle 2 (use red pen)

Date _____________

Pro?ciency Level: > 10

After Cycle 3 (use blue pen)

Date _____________

Pro?ciency Level: > 13

After Cycle 4 (use green pen)

Date _____________

Pro?ciency Level: > 15

Raw Score: Raw Score: Raw Score:

b c d f g

h j k l m

n p r s t

v w x y z

I e a u o

Concepts of Print Assessment
Materials: Picture Book with large, clear text, such as I Went Walking 

Directions: Ask the following questions and circle Yes or No. 
Assess after Cycle 4.

After Cycle 4 (use green pen)

Date _____________

Pro?ciency Level: > 6

Raw Score:

1. (Hand book sideways to student) Show me how to hold a book. Yes  No

2. Show me how to turn the pages of a book. Yes  No

3. Show me the front of the book. Yes  No

4. Show me the title. Yes  No

5. What does an author do? Yes  No

6. What does an illustrator do? Yes  No

7. (Point to a line of print.) Show me the direction we read. Yes  No

8. Show me a word. Yes  No
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